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AUGMENTED REALITY

Real Environment
Your real world around you.

360° Reality Capture

Remote Assistance

Virtual Reality
Entirely simulated version of the real world (or any world!).

AR/MR 3D Visualization

Level of immersion
Water Treatment Plant
Design & Construction Management

- For this site, we pushed models from Revit of the Main Gallery, Pipe Gallery, Effluent Building, and Sedimentation Basins
- 40MG addition/renovation of existing 40 & 80MG basins.
- 5 stages to the project.
- A360 Teams & BIM 360
- Point Clouds/Record drawings
- Remote Expert during design
- HoloBuilder during construction
- VisualLive during design and construction
Increased safety
Cost reduction
Speed of decision-making
Enhanced communication
Remote Assistance: hands-free ‘FaceTime’

Hands-free headset connects via App to PC, mobile devices

Features
- Real-time video collaboration
- Annotate real-time video
- Share documents
- Waterproof, dust-tight, drop-proof
- PPE compatible
- Group calls
Application of Remote Assistance for Design & Construction Management

• 1940’s record drawings show the manholes but give no further information other than a size for the manhole cover.

• Our Point Cloud stopped at the south of the manholes and never picked them up. Site survey didn’t locate them either.

• Site visit was required to locate and measure the concrete slabs and manholes.
Remote Measurement Confirmation

- Problem: Design team needed measurements to confirm dimensions for BIM model.
- Solution: BIM Design Coordinator and On-site Construction Manager connected via videoconference.
- 5-minute phone call replaced capturing pictures + email or phone conversation and/or site visit.

https://autode.sk/2rAkmrn
Remote Construction Management Discussion

- Problem: Gas line dimensions have changed.
- Construction manager and Construction lead discuss changes.
- 5-minute phone call replaced capturing pictures + email or phone conversation and/or site visit.

https://autode.sk/2qKCgXA
Integrations

• Captured photos and video can be integrated with:
  o BIM360
  o SharePoint
  o OnDrive
  o Project files
  o Other documentation
User Experience

**EASE OF SETUP**
- Mobile use requires login and app download.
- Hands-free requires more training to setup headset with WiFi connection and learn navigation.

**USABILITY**
- Mobile – familiar, easy to use, easy to troubleshoot.
- Hands-free harder to troubleshoot audio/video issues.
- **Office-staff can host and control call settings, video, pictures, etc.**

**RELIABILITY**
- Calls rely on WiFi/Cell signal.

**EQUIPMENT**
- Mobile devices are familiar.
- Hands-free headset requires more training.
- Hands-free offers mobility and safety on site.
2 | 360° REALITY CAPTURE
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360° Reality Capture: ‘google street view’ for projects

Hardware
View 360 site models on PC, mobile devices, VR

Process

Features
- Unlimited photos within space
- Mobile app streamlines field capture
- Augment photos with text, drawings, PDFs, 2D photos, 3D objects, video, weblinks
- Measurement tools
- Integrate 3D model into project
- Split-screen mode to compare photos or model
- Integrate with BIM360, Revit, Navisworks, others
- SpeedMode automates photo capture at waypoints

Result & Value
Application of 360° Reality Capture for Construction Management

- Weekly 360-photo capture of the Main Gallery, Pipe Gallery, Effluent Building, and Sedimentation Basins

- 360-reality capture benefits:
  
  o **Construction Management**: Simple, efficient, intuitive way to communicate and document construction progress.
  
  o **Reporting**: Could replace daily/weekly construction reports – both with interactive HoloBuilder platform, but also with PDF reports from the platform.
  
  o **Communication**: Connects off-site team to site conditions in almost real-time. Problems are clearer, decision-making is faster, time and resources are saved.
360° Site Model

- Active construction areas captured weekly
- Platform is used for documentation, communication, progress reports
- Video:
  - Overview map orient user to site
  - Navigate virtually through site, similar to google street view
  - Augment photos with text, drawings, PDFs, 2D photos, 3D objects, video, weblinks
  - Measurement tools
  - Split-screen mode to compare photos through time

https://autode.sk/2Kd6jhF
360° Site Model Navisworks Integration

• 100% 3D design integrated with 360 platform
• Design visualization, issue tracking, understanding, engagement
• Video:
  o Overview map orients user to site
  o Integrate 3D model (Revit, Navisworks) into project
  o Split-screen mode to compare model and photos

https://autode.sk/2O3fnGX
Integrations

Issue tracking

Connect the following integrations to the project:

- Autodesk BIM 360
- Bluebeam
- box
- Dropbox
- Egnyte
- Google Drive
- pCloud
- PlanGrid
- Procore

Embed link to BIM 360 dashboard

Integrating 3D Model

Navisworks

Revit
User Experience

**EASE OF SETUP**
- Limited training
- Procure space
- Navisworks integration does require training, setup & coordination
- Larger files takes time to process

**USABILITY**
- Simple, fast to capture
- Selected editors can view/edit 24/7
- Viewers can access 24/7, see updates immediately

**RELIABILITY**
- Sync from field requires WiFi, may not be immediate
- Download project prior to capture for best results
- Camera calibration can cause pictures to be off-alignment

**EQUIPMENT**
- Camera is small, rugged, simple to use
- Affordable camera options
- Tripods can simplify consistency
3 | 3D DESIGN VISUALIZATION
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AR/MR 3D Design Visualization

Revit/Navisworks → AR/MR

View with mobile device or HoloLens

See digital overlay

**Features**

- “See the unseen” (not-yet built, asset information, behind drywall)
- Locate and verify assets
- Flexibility to visualize with HoloLens or mobile device
- Capture and share photos, videos
- Issue tracking connected to BIM360
- Measuring tools
- Turn model layers on/off to isolate specific model layers for optimal on-site visualization
- Options to adjust (and save) alignment; lock model to reduce drift
- Sync AR models to device for offline viewing

View 3D models in AR on mobile devices or in MR on HoloLens
Application of 3D Design Visualization for Construction Management

- We pushed models from **Revit** of the Main Gallery, Pipe Gallery, Effluent Building, and Sedimentation Basins
- AR/MR visualization benefits:
  - **Design Review**: Intuitive way to visualize design elements not-yet constructed
  - **Clash Detection**: Overlay digital model and reality to easily compare built assets to modeled assets for quality reviews and record drawings.
  - **Install Validation**: Prior to construction (ongoing process), use digital model to verify planned work to avoid re-work
Mixed Reality Visualization (from HoloLens)

• Video from the HoloLens, showing a modeled ladder hatch.
• In reality, the hatch is closed, but the Mixed Reality model shows the ‘unseen’ underneath the hatch door.
• In this example, MR model can be used to verify design alignment, and also help stakeholders visualize and understand the final design simultaneously with construction.

https://autode.sk/2X9u4fY
Mixed Reality Visualization (from HoloLens)

- Video from the HoloLens, showing a digital overlay of the 3D design in the Pipe Gallery.
- In reality, “green pipe” is not green – the digital model aligns well on site.
- In this example, MR model can be used to verify design alignment and detect and document any differences.

https://autode.sk/2q2LEpG
Augmented Reality Visualization (iPad)
Integrations

Load models from other sources
### User Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ease of Setup</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More Training Required</td>
<td>HoloLens takes longer to learn</td>
<td>Ability to sync models to device to load offline</td>
<td>Mobile devices are familiar and can be ruggedized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed device needed</td>
<td>Mobile hardware is more familiar</td>
<td>Issues with models loading with correct alignment</td>
<td>HoloLens is not rugged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some setup is required for model pushing</td>
<td>After models are loaded and aligned, app interface is intuitive</td>
<td>HoloLens can be a little buggy</td>
<td>Battery life sensitive to ambient temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary
Augmented Reality is changing the way we work
Evolution of the Mobile Phone
Wow!
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